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There is only one USMC Color Guard and it is out of Barstow, CA. For fifty
years they have appeared at major national functions; it is quite an honor to
have them at the Elizabeth Stampede - 6/08/2019
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Phil and Jane Curry and GPW and 1st Place Trophy - Castle Rock

From the command post

Looking forward to seeing a good turn out for
the Denver Veterans Day Parade. We roll Nov
9th with lunch at Brooklyn’s. Please get me a
head count of those vehicles and folk participating.
A couple of club members suggested we publish these facts about the Viet Nam Wall...
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Vice president’s dispatch

Lew Ladwig’s current WC project. The previous owner used the winch to lower and raise
his snow plow. There were no working brakes so I guess he used the snow for breaking.
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Chain of command
Phil Movish, President
Cell: 720 413-4626
Email: MVCCPRES@OUTLOOK.c0m

Lew ladwig, vice president
Residence: 303 665-7114

Phil curry, treasurer & web master
Residence: 720 733-1024

Chris raasch, secretary
Residence: 303 798-4494

Ernest Covington, “od news” editor
303 777-5096

email: egalecov2@q.com

editor’s sitrep
Yes, I have been silent for a while. There have
been many demands on my time external of the
MVCC. So how important is the MVCC as a club?
Since the 2019 Denver Auto Show I have physically covered no military vehicle gatherings. I
have had to rely on the participants to furnish
me with information and photos. So just how viable is your club? Well photos have been provided
to me by the following club members: Frank Disney and the evolution of his M38A1D, Phil Movish, Phil Curry, Mike Herbertson, Peter Czarnowski, Lew Ladwig, Glade Hill, with an email
from Frank Scholer. So ‘club” what did the rest
of the
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from Frank Scholer. What did the, rest of the club
do this summer, spring, fall? Any parades, reenactments, random vehicle gatherings, school visits, restoration projects?
There is a simple relationship here - you give me
nothing , I give you nothing. Agent Orange finally
caught up with me. So you can either be my legs
or not, the choice is up to the club.
The Elizabeth Stampede featured the U.S.M.C.
Mounted Color Guard out of Barstow, CA. I do not
know what sort of political muscle got the Color
Guard to Elizabeth, CO. but it was pay grades beyond me. There is only one USMC Mounted Color
Guard and fifty years of tradition.
Google U.S.M.C. and horses and you find the story
of U.S.M.C. Staff Sgt. Reckless, a horse. Sgt.
Reckless was of Korean birth, a potential racehorse that became the property of the Anti Tank
Co., 5th Marine Regiment, 1st Marine Division;
destined to be a pack horse. Reckless served for
nine months during the Korean War and earned
both his official rank and two Purple Hearts during the Battle for Outpost Vegas. Reckless made
51
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from the editor:
made 51 solo trips from the supply depot to the
battle carrying ammunition, that is unescorted,
with no human leading.
I was in county, in RVN twenty three months and
I saw death, but I never saw anything like a
horse named Reckless. Once in a while I can be
truly proud.
It is your newsletter, you speak and I write. I
started this as a vanity rag - realizing that everyone wants to be news. If you give me the news I
will write it - I will even edit your photos and
write captions. It is your club, make it happen.
And what else has your editor been doing - well I traveled down
south for the 2019 Arizona Military Vehicle Show in Tempe. I also
visited the “Boneyard” at Davis-Monthan AFB. These F-4 Phantoms will be expended as target drones to train the fighter jocks of
now. No more of my Army OV-1 Mohawks available here.
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The official 2019 Arizona Military Vehicle
Show greeter - Chieftain Main Battle Tank

Standardized Class B Truck “Liberty B” - once part of the
John Furrer collection.

“You should let guys know
that the show is a great place
to get some winter Sunshine
and dusted with some OD!”
Russ Morgan
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Facts from the Wall, cont.
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My trip to the “Boneyard” at Davis-Monthan AFB reminded me of
pictures from another war. As WWII wound down the war birds
came home to Kingman, AZ. The movie “The Best Years of Their
Lives” has some very haunting footage shot at Kingman. - ed.
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Castle Rock Military Appreciation Car Show 5/25/2019
The regular cast of MVCC members entered vehicles - Fred & Lee
LaPerriere, trophy winners Phil and Jane Curry, Mike and Michael Herbertson, and newcomer Bill Ramsey.

Phil Movish’s M-710 Pinzgauer was really at the
Elizabeth Stampede but ended up on this page
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Bill Ramsey’s M35A2
Phil Curry’s authentic GPW radio jeep with D-Day
markings next to Fred LaPerriere’s always unique
“Seep” GPW
Lee Perriere’s 1932/1933 Chevy 1.5ton truck
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Longmont Yesteryear farm show aug 23-25
hosted by the Dougherty museum
Ken Kafka, lew ladwig, and a big time effort from
Eric Englewood represented the mvcc/mvpa at this
event

eric englewood’s m-20 tank recovery vehicle looks
dwarfed by the M-35a3 2.5ton, don’t belieVe it. the
M-20 is rated at as a 12ton
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A row of od with the lew ladwig weasel in front

that is eric’s clarkair ca-1 crawler lower right
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Elizabeth Stampede Parade June 8th
Mike Herbertson and Gama Goat leading

New members Cisco & Ibis Myierteran in Phil Curry’s
HMMWV
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Jean and Phil Curry and their celebrity GPW radio jeep
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A USSR post card from Afghanistan…”victory is close”

2019 Warbird Auto Classic - Front Range Airport
July 27
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The MVCC line up - Dan Daru’s GPW, an unknown GPW, Phil
Curry’s GPW, Phil Movish’s HMMWV, Mike Herbertson’s Gama
Goat. At the head of the line were a pair of Royal Enfield motorcycles (now made in India) owned by Jeff Fanta. The field of custom
cars and aircraft included some unnamed oddities. A Douglas A-1
Skyraider was new to the show as was the B-25J “In the
Mood”.Michael Herbertson’s dynamic aircraft photos demonstrated
incredible patience in getting just the right shot.
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I was going to use Michael’s shot of “In the Mood” for my
“Last View” then I heard of the crash of the B-17G “NineO-Nine”. This was maybe one of ten of the airworthy
B-17s - it is a loss to our community.
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Glade Hill and his M-1078 LMTV represented the MVCC at
the “Touch A truck “ event at Highlands Ranch July 20th

Frank Disney is recreating and restoring one of the six
operational M38A1Ds that were fielded. That is a M38A1
fitted with the “Davy Crocket” tactical nuclear warhead.
More details will be reported as the Frank’s project is
completed.
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